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Beauty, meet Beast.



Truly, your products are the best.
I'm still in awe that a pad-less short
can feel so good after loooong miles.

I became an ironman last night &
got soooooo many compliments on my kit! 
Thanks Couer Sports! You guys rock!

 
I decided I'm not doing a
long ride in another kit 
EVER again!

It is rare I can find run shorts/ bras that
I can run in for 2 hours with no chaffing. 

Now that I have discovered Coeur,
I won't race in anything else.

Just got our shipment of Coeur out on the floor &

sold kits almost immediately! 



hello.heart courage

Welcome to our  2016 Coeur Collection.

Coeur was hatched after a decade in endurance sports. 

We talked to tons of female athletes, who, like us, really wanted some style 
in their sport as well as clothes that really fit well & flattered women’s bodies. 
We specifically wanted high-performance competition worthy gear that didn’t:
   
    - ride up
    - chafe
    - pinch & pull
    - bore us

As athletes, we are inherent problem solvers. So we decided to design 
high-performance gear for the endurance female that not only addressed all 
these issues, but also brought the important element of fashion to the garment.
As women, we want to look great, even as we sweat ourselves into a puddle.

We design our clothing with an eye toward performance and competition. 
It has been proven in the lava fields of Kona and on the trails of the 
Leadville 100. Our garments are all made in downtown Los Angeles from scratch. 

Coeur is French for heart and courage and we think it takes a lot of both to be 
an endurance athlete. We put our heart into making and designing our gear.

Best!

HIGH PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED
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Our tri tanks simply fit better. A longer torso, flared hem and supportive shelf bra will
keep you comfortably in place. A black liner prevents any accidental peek-a-boo’s 

from water and sweat. A mesh rear panel ensures core cooling while two rear pockets 
allow you to stash your items. Choose your design and pair with matching bottoms for a 

complete look. Anti-microbial, UV-50, Poly-Spandex blend. Sizes XS-XL.

mix tape lakota crew

hapuna little black 1/4 zip3
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We are consistently told our tri shorts are the most comfortable thing to come between 
a girl and her saddle. Our game changing seamless fleece chamois means no chafing 
in those sensitive areas. A yoga-style waistband & wider leg holes all work together to 

create a flattering, non-pinching fit. Three shallow rear pockets allow easy organization  
of smaller items. Choose your design & pair with matching tanks for a complete look. 

5” Inseam, Anti-microbial. Quick-Wick. Poly-Spandex blend. Sizes XS-XL.

mix tape lakota crew

hapuna little black 4
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It is rare I can find run shorts/ bras that
I can run in for 2 hours with no chaffing. 
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Our jerseys have a fit that flatters feminine curves, stays put around the hem & has 

three deep rear pockets. Made of cool, soft poly mesh with curve hugging panels, this
jersey is aero as well as stylish. Anti-microbial, UV-50, Poly-Spandex blend. Sizes XS-XL.

6blue long sleeve pink long sleeve red long sleeve



mix tape lakota crew

hapuna little black
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With our buttery fabric and a women’s chamois from Italy’s high-end Cytech, these
shorts are incredibly soft and comfortable. With a 7” inseam and wider leg hole than 

other brands, the cut is very flattering. Pair with a matching jersey or tank for
a complete kit. Anti-microbial, Quick-Wick. Poly-Spandex blend. Sizes XS-XL. 
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little black

Our bibs are built for performance and many hours in the saddle.  7” inseam with 
mesh suspenders for maximum cooling. Italian Cytech women’s specific chomois.

Poly-Spandex blend. Sizes XS-XL. 

Our arm warmers are made with a Poly outer layer and a brushed inner layer that
provides warmth and comfort when the cold forces your hand. Thumbholes. 

UV cut. Sizes XS/SM - MD/LG. 
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These are your go-to shorts. So lightweight that you forget you are wearing them.
Two secure inner rear pockets allow you to stash all your necessary items -

keys, gels, iPod - without any jangling around. Super-soft stay-put bikini liner
hugs your body without restriction and a yoga-style waistband creates a little 
cloud of comfy around your core. Anti-microbial, UV-50, Poly-Spandex blend, 

Sizes XS-L

mix tape lakota

crewhapuna 10
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This tank is so lightweight, you’ll feel your are running in just your sports bra.

Anti-microbial, UV-50, Poly-Spandex blend, Sizes XS-LG.
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crewhapuna

Simple yet critical, this sports bra will keep your gals in place without chafing. 
We’ve added an extra little surprise with a secret pocket inside the cleavage where
you can stash your I.D., GUs or even a phone.  Anti-microbial, UV-50, Poly-Spandex 

blend. Sizes XS-L.
RU
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These hot shorts hug your curves and are great for running, lifting, spin, whatever.
Loaded with pockets (two inner, two side, one rear zip), you are set for whatever

you need to carry. 5” inseam. Nylon/Spandex Blend.XS-XL

Full length tights & capris have a yoga-waistband and a hidden rear pocket. 
Poly/Spandex blend with 4 way stretch. Sizes XS-XL.

13 nighbloomfemme fatalelakota
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Premium quality compression socks help your 
performance and recovery! 

With a compression rating of approx 21-25mmgh,
these socks will enable you to have maximize comfort
whether you are training, racing or recovering from 
your efforts. Built using moisture management yarns, 

these socks are a great addition to your recovery 
protocol and travel arsenal for feeling refreshed 
after a hard day of exercise or travel. One size.

Our compression capris and full-length tights make compression cute as well
as functional. Made of heavy gauge micropoly compression fabric, these

pieces have a hidden pocket to carry your items whether training or recovering.
Sizes S-L.
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Nothing like a bikini to show off the spoils of all your training. Even out those tan lines 
and rock your rippedness in these sweet & simple bikinis. A flattering cut and easy 
racer-back straps make this your go-to suit. A full black liner means no unfortunate 

peek-a-boos! Anti-microbial, UV-Cut, Poly-Nylon-Spadex blend. Sizes XS-L.

mix tape lakota

crewhapuna
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Sublimated with our logo and motto, these visors with built-in terrycloth sweatband
are your go-to headwear for keeping the sun out of your eyes and off your face.

One size.

pinkwhite

We know women love to bike and they love to look 
cute doing it. Show your Bike Love with these 7" quick 

wicking poly/blend socks.

A must-have for race day! 
Our logo’d race belt is made 

of a super soft adjustable 
webbing to eliminate chafing.
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i poop
rainbows

Uni-coeur-n says:

Believe in Race Day Magic

hi. i speak 140.6.

Time to have a little fun with our vibrant graphic tees.
Super-soft and comfy, these will be your go-to post-workout tee.

Poly tri-blend, Sizes S-L

on your left...

black

bike lovebike walker race day magic

i speak 70.3i speak 140.6 on your left
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We would love to partner with your shop!
We are easy to work with & value our relationships. 

If you bring Coeur into your shop & a style or design 
doesn’t seem to be working, we’ll swap it out for you.

 
For all retail inquiries, please contact Hailey Manning at: 

hailey@coeursports.com 
or 

415-859-0703. 
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